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Alberta Climate Dialogue
Alberta Climate Dialogue ( ABCD ) is a community-university research alliance funded by the Social Sciences 

and Humanities Research Council of Canada from 2010–2015. Our team is exploring how innovative forms  

of citizen involvement and deliberation can enhance responses and potentially shift the politics of climate 

change in Alberta.

By convening deliberations with partners and researching the process, we are able to test theories,  

better understand how to design citizen participation for maximum effect, and help create capacity-building 

tools for others.

We seek to empower citizens to take action within their communities and give them the opportunity to make 

recommendations to municipal and provincial governments on climate change policy.

For more information please visit us at AlbertaClimateDialogue.ca or follow us on Twitter @ABClimateDialog
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Executive Summary

PuRPOSE AND STRuCTuRE OF THE ARTICLE

Our purpose in writing this article is to share our learning and reflections, drawing on our experience with the 

Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Challenges about how to organize, design, deliver and 

learn from citizen deliberations on complex and contested issues. Opening with a project overview, the article 

summarizes outcomes, details the critical steps to launch, highlights methodological and execution challenges 

and breakthroughs, offers lessons learned and confirmed, and poses some lingering questions.

OvERvIEW

In 2012, the City of Edmonton, the Centre for Public Involvement ( CPI ), and Alberta Climate Dialogue  

( ABCD ) collaborated to create a citizen dialogue and deliberation process focussed on energy vulnerability 

and climate change. The purpose of the Panel was to “ provide policy and program implementation advice 

and guidance to the City around energy transition and carbon reduction actions in the City’s environmental 

strategy.” The Edmonton Citizens’ Panel on Energy and Climate Challenges brought together fifty-six randomly 

recruited Edmonton residents who met for six one-day sessions between October 13 and December 1, 2012.

On April 15, 2013, Edmonton’s Office of Environment, together with six Citizens’ panel representatives and 

co-organizers from ABCD and CPI, reported on the Panel’s work to the Edmonton City Council Executive 

Committee. The Panel‘s recommendations point the way for Edmonton to become a low carbon city by 

2050 using strategies for six goal areas : electrical grid, land-use and transportation systems, industrial 

development, distributed energy, buildings, and vehicles. Panelists gave high support — ranging from between 

71 % to 94 % — for these recommendations and strategies and urged strong, measurable 5-year targets to 

speed up the transition. The Executive Committee directed City staff to develop Edmonton’s Energy and 

Climate Transition Plan for presentation in 2014, supported by business cases and a budget, and taking into 

consideration the Citizens’ Panel recommendations. At the time of writing this article, the Office of Environment 

has not yet presented an Energy Transition Plan to Council.

The three partners ( City of Edmonton, ABCD and CPI ) brought overlapping and unique interests to the 

Citizens’ Panel project. All were interested in enlarging the place of citizen engagement in contemporary 

civic structures. For ABCD and CPI, it is a key part of their mandates. The City also has a history of citizen 

engagement in public policy and planning, formalizing a commitment to public involvement in policy ( adopted 

2006 ) and through the establishment of the Office of Public Involvement ( Office of the City Manager ). 

Both ABCD and CPI are also collaborations of academic and practitioner interests which add complexity.

Building on its high level strategic plan for the environment — The Way We Green ( 2011 )—City administration 

looked to create an energy transition plan to guide Edmonton in achieving its long-term goals of energy 

sustainability and resilience, carbon neutrality ( no net greenhouse gas emissions ), and climate change 
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adaptation. The City hired The Pembina Institute and HB Lanarc to research potential energy and climate-

related challenges, develop scenarios, model strategies, and make recommendations. The consultants’  

report, Edmonton’s Energy Transitions Discussion Paper, became the central framing document for the  

Panel’s deliberations.

DELIBERATION CHALLENGES AND CHOICES

The critical challenges and tough choices we faced in organizing and running the Citizens’ Panel were :

1 Achieving clarity on the purpose of the Citizens’ Panel ;

2 The decision taken to have a dual and interconnected framing of both energy transitions 
( vulnerability ) and climate change ; and

3 Design dimensions for the overall process and individual sessions.

This final category includes the following :

•	 Making	space	for	personal	and	collective	values	;

•	 Juggling	multiple	and	sometimes	conflicting	interests,	needs	and	roles	as	researchers,	coordinators,	
resource people, and volunteers ;

•	 Achieving	informed	dialogue	and	deliberation;

•	 Recognizing	the	role,	benefit	and	challenge	of	emotion	in	the	dialogue	;	and

•	 Working	with	divergence	and	emergence;	and	collaboration	and	capacity	building	among	the	 
wider project team.

LEARNING, REFLECTION AND quESTIONS

The authors’ learning and reflections are captured under nine themes :

1 Benefits of practitioner and researcher collaboration outweigh the challenges ;

2 Securing all partners’ commitment to the potential of policy influence is a key ingredient for impact ;

3 Diverse citizens who have different values can find common ground ;

4 The dual framing of energy and climate challenges created more space for dialogue than would have 
been the case had the framing been solely climate ;

5 A longer timeframe for deliberation is needed for complex issues ;

6 Civil society connections would have built greater citizenship capacity ;

7 The absence of the media from the Panel’s deliberation presented challenges in amplifying the 
story’s impact with the public ;

8 Sustaining Panel interest and motivation was a challenge given the policy and political time lags ; and

9 Public deliberation involving partnership and policy complexity calls for innovative project management.
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Our experience with the Citizens’ Panel affirms our conviction that citizens have what it takes to wrestle 

with and work through the tough and complex issues our society faces, if they are provided an appropriate 

process, credible and balanced information, and an opportunity for real influence. The Panel also reinforced 

the importance of values-based work as a critical underpinning for citizen dialogue. values and the principles 

that flow from them successfully provided the decision-making framework to consider the technical choices 

proposed in the Energy Transition Discussion paper.

This deliberative dialogue clearly benefited from the power of collaboration. While the path was not always 

smooth, the multiple levels of collaboration provided for the possibility of increased impact at the level of city 

policy, civic capacity and research on citizen deliberation. This could have been enhanced even further if the 

project had been able to build stronger connections with civil society organizations in diffusing the outcomes 

and recommendations to the broader community.
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Foreword
This article describes a citizen deliberation ( also known as deliberative dialogue ) that was a collaborative  

effort of three groups : deliberation practitioners ( who design and facilitate deliberation ), researchers  

( who focus on studying deliberation ), and policy-makers ( who want to use the recommendations from citizens 

as policy input ). It will be of interest to all three audiences, as well as those interested more broadly in detailed 

processes needed to support deliberative democracy. We encourage its use as a resource and case study for 

professors and students examining this growing domain ( Barker, 2006 ).

For those curious about the “ political ” dimensions of deliberative work, Section 3 : Getting to Launch and the 

first two sections of Section 4 : Aligning Purpose with Process will be of particular interest. For those designing 

or facilitating deliberation, the remaining sections of Section four will be relevant. We hope Section 5 : Focusing 

on Lessons Learned will be of interest to all.

Kudos to the Citizen Panel members without whom none of this would have been possible. We are grateful for 

the commitment, hard work and thorough reflection that you brought to this policy dialogue process.

The authors would like to acknowledge and thank David Kahane and Roger Graves for their generous review of 

the article and helpful contributions to sharpening its focus. We also thank the Social Sciences and Humanities 

Research Council of Canada and the university of Alberta for its funding of Alberta Climate Dialogue.
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1. Project Overview
In 2012, the City of Edmonton, the Centre for Public Involvement ( CPI ), and Alberta Climate Dialogue ( ABCD ) 

collaborated to create a citizen dialogue and deliberation process focussed on energy vulnerability and climate 

change. The Edmonton Citizens’ Panel on Energy and Climate Challenges brought together fifty-six randomly 

recruited Edmonton residents who met for six one-day sessions between October 13 and December 1, 2012. 

Eight members of the Citizens’ Panel played a lead role in the preparation of a final report. On April 15, 2013, 

Edmonton’s Office of Environment staff, together with six Citizens’ panel representatives and co-organizers 

from ABCD and CPI, reported on the Panel’s work to the Edmonton City Council Executive. The Panel’s 

recommendations point the way for Edmonton to become a low carbon city by 2050 using strategies for six 

goal areas : electrical grid, land-use and transportation systems, industrial development, distributed energy, 

buildings, and vehicles. Panels gave high support for these recommendations and strategies — ranging from 

between 71 % to 94 %—and urged strong, measurable 5-year targets to speed up the transition.

This article tells the story of the creation and unfolding of the Citizens’ Panel from the vantage point of the 

Panel’s two lead facilitators — Jacquie Dale and Mary Pat MacKinnon — and ABCD researcher Deborah 

Schrader, who undertook developmental evaluation of the project collaboration. The purpose in sharing our 

reflections is to contribute to the theory and practice on how to organize, design, deliver and learn from citizen 

deliberations. The first two sections provide a project overview and summarize outcomes. Section three 

details the critical steps to launch. In section four we 

highlight methodological and execution challenges 

and breakthroughs. In the final section, we offer our 

thoughts on lessons learned and confirmed, and 

pose some lingering questions.

JANUARY 2013

Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s  
Energy and Climate Challenges
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1.1 PARTNERSHIP : ABCD, CPI, AND CITy OF EDMONTON

Each of the three partners in this citizen-centred dialogue — Alberta Climate Dialogue, the Centre for Public 

Involvement and the City of Edmonton’s Office of Environment — brought distinct strengths and assets to the 

planning, implementation and follow-up phases of the project.

Alberta Climate Dialogue ( ABCD ) is a five-year research and practice 

network ( 2010–2015 ), based at the university of Alberta, funded by 

universities, community organizations, and the Social Sciences and 

Humanities Research Council of Canada’s Community–university 

Research Alliance program ( SSHRC–CuRA ). Led by Principal 

Investigator Dr. David Kahane, it brings together a group of researchers 

and practitioners who are exploring how citizen deliberations can shift 

the politics of climate change locally and internationally.

The Centre for Public Involvement ( CPI ) is a partnership between the 

City of Edmonton and the university of Alberta, based in the Faculty 

of Extension. The Centre, led by Executive Director Fiona Cavanagh, 

provides “ leadership in understanding and applying innovative public 

involvement ideas, practices and technologies for citizen participation 

and deliberation ” ( CPI 2014 ). Since the Centre opened its doors in 

2011, it has worked with Edmonton on a number of innovative initiatives 

in public involvement.

The City of Edmonton’s Office of Environment ( Sustainable Development 

Department ) supports the City’s commitment to its environmental mission. It leads many initiatives that 

support the energy and climate change goals included in the City’s environmental strategic plan, The Way We 

Green ( TWWG ), and Energy Transition Plan.

The three partners brought both overlapping and unique interests to the Citizens’ Panel project. All were 

interested in enlarging the place of citizen engagement in contemporary civic structures. For ABCD and CPI,  

it is a key part of their mandates. The City also has a history of citizen engagement in public policy and 

planning, formalizing a commitment to public involvement in policy ( adopted 2006 ) and through the 

establishment of the Office of Public Involvement ( Office of the City Manager ).
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1.2 SITuATING THE CITIzENS’ PANEL WITHIN THE CITy’S 
ENvIRONMENTAL POLICy CONTExT

The Edmonton’s Citizens’ Panel on Energy and Climate Challenges grew out of planning work that City Council 

began in the fall of 2007. At that time, citizens of Edmonton were engaged to describe a vision for Edmonton 

in 2040. This work contributed to The Way Ahead, Edmonton’s Strategic Plan, a vision document accepted 

by City Council in 2008 establishing six strategic goals. One goal, “ to preserve and sustain Edmonton’s 

environment, ” comes from the original Environmental Policy ( 2006 ). Subsequent work on an environmental 

strategic plan used a citizen-focused methodology to understand public priorities. Approximately 2,725 

Edmontonians provided input through stakeholder workshops, an on-line questionnaire, a City Hall forum, 

and public surveys. The resulting plan, The Way We Green ( TWWG ) ( approved by City Council in July 2011 ), 

focuses on sustainability and resilience through 12 goals under six broad themes: land, water, air, energy and 

climate change, food, and solid waste ( City of Edmonton 2011 ).

Building on TWWG, City administration undertook to create an  

energy transition plan to guide Edmonton in achieving its long-term 

goals of energy sustainability and resilience, carbon neutrality  

( no net greenhouse gas emissions ), and climate change adaptation 

( City of Edmonton 2012 ). In 2011, the City hired The Pembina 

Institute and HB Lanarc to research potential energy and climate-

related challenges, develop scenarios, model strategies, and make 

recommendations. An expert panel, invited stakeholders and the 

City’s Environmental Advisory Committee reviewed the final document, 

Edmonton’s Energy Transition : A Discussion Paper. While this review 

validated the research process as well as the facts of the document, 

stakeholders’ support for the strategies was not unanimous. The Energy 

Transition paper was a core document in framing the Citizens’ Panel 

dialogue and deliberation process.

1.3 ORGANIzATIONAL COMPLExITy

The Panel was a complex undertaking for many reasons. It was a partnership of three different organizations, 

with different organizational cultures, constraints, mandates, expectations and operational requirements. 

In addition, both ABCD and CPI are embedded and housed in the university of Alberta ; contracting and 

research had to follow university practices.

As a collaboration of researchers and practitioners, it created another interesting combination of cultures, 

ways of working, responsibilities and incentives ( Leach & Sabatier 2003 ). Not only was the Panel intended to 

be an effective and innovative deliberative dialogue, it also needed to accommodate a number of research and 

practice aspirations that evolved over time.

Edmonton’s Energy Transition  
Discussion Paper  

 
 

 

 

 

 

June 20, 2012 
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Deliberative dialogue requires intense conversation. The team1 required to support weekly, meaningful 

participant dialogue consisted of two lead facilitators, and an assembly of over 30 small group facilitators,  

note takers and runners, project support staff, resource people, and academic researchers. In addition, 

speakers, city staff, observers, and video recorders also had to be supported and managed, including the 

negotiation of conflicting requests and perspectives ( Involve, 2005 ). Coordinating this number of people 

added to the challenges of rolling out six full day sessions with 56 citizens over eight weeks.

2. Outcomes

2.1 CITIzENS’ PANEL REPORT

Early in the process, we invited interested panelists to volunteer to form a writing team. This team was 

responsible for ensuring that the final report for City Council accurately reflected the advice from the Panel. 

Supported by the Project Team, an eight-member writing team met frequently to revise drafts and provide 

oversight. The report content flowed from the recommendations agreed to by the entire Citizens’ Panel in its 

last two sessions. The draft recommendations were presented to, discussed and revised by the Panel as a 

whole at the final session. Electronic keypads ( electronic devices that allow individuals to anonymously vote 

on choices2 ) played an important role in ensuring transparency during these last two sessions. The keypads 

allowed participants to instantly see the voting results on recommendations or changes to recommendations. 

Following the final session, the writing team reassembled to revise and then circulate the report to all  

panelists for their review and input. A final report was provided to all panel members in early February 2013.  

The final 35-page report included 17 recommendations supporting the six goals from the Energy Transitions  

Discussion paper.

2.2 PRESENTATION TO  
ExECuTIvE COMMITTEE OF COuNCIL

On April 15, 2013, staff from the Office of the Environment presented the Citizens’ Panel work to the Executive 

Committee of City Council. Executive Committee is composed of four councillors and the mayor; all but one 

councillor attended this meeting. Staff reported on the recommendations made by the Citizens’ Panel for 

consideration in the creation of Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Transition Plan and the City’s next steps 

towards this plan. Members of the Citizens’ Panel presented their recommendations and answered Councillors’ 

questions concerning their experience and the Panel results. Councillors expressed praise and appreciation 

for the citizens’ efforts and commitment to this engagement process. Representatives from ABCD, CPI, and 

the Office of the Environment also answered councillors’ questions devoted largely to financial implications, 

past municipal achievements, City jurisdiction, further expert and stakeholder involvement, and next steps. 

The Executive Committee directed City staff to develop Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Transition Plan, 

supported by business cases and budget, and taking into consideration the Citizens’ Panel recommendations 

for presentation in 2014. At the time of writing this article the Office of the Environment has not yet presented 

an Energy Transition Plan to Council.

1  Section 3 provides more 

detail on the project 

governance structure and 

organization.

2 For other examples of the 

use of electronic keypads 

in public dialogue see 

Government of Canada, 

CIHR Handbook on Citizen 

Engagement: Towards a 

Framework for Mental Health 

in Canada http://www.cihr-

irsc.gc.ca/e/45358.html
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2.3 TRAJECTORy FROM SPRING 2011 TO FALL 2013

Since the public presentation of the Citizens’ Panel report, ABCD has furthered its research collaboration. 

Surveys administered before and after the Citizens’ panel deliberation were used to prepare research briefs  

on political efficacy and trust in municipal government. Data drawn from participant journals and surveys  

was used for research concerning participant experiences of change in constrained deliberative settings.  

Research is underway on the facilitation team’s experience of collaboration, drawing on focus groups and  

on-line questionnaire responses. A more cumulative research project drawing on interviews, survey data,  

and observation will explore the perception of public participation through citizen engagement events.  

Another paper will assess the policy impacts of the Citizens’ Panel project. ABCD researchers are also  

actively engaged in presenting their findings on the Citizens’ Panel at a range of venues, conferences,  

panels, and public events.

The Way We Green Process design, handbook, 
participant recruitment, research 

topics

Citizens’ 
Panel 
sessions

Presentation to Council 
Executive Committee

Citizens’ Panel report

2011 2012 2013
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3. Getting To Launch

3.1 PROJECT STICKING POINTS AND ENABLERS

The relationship between ABCD and the City of Edmonton’s Office of Environment began more than two years 

before the actual launch of the Panel. A member of the ABCD Network sits on Edmonton’s Environmental 

Advisory Committee and introduced ABCD to the committee. The City’s interest in engaging citizens and 

ABCD’s interests appeared to be well aligned, and there was good will on all sides. Despite this, the road to 

launch had many ups and downs and a few u-turns along the way. At several points, there was uncertainty as 

to whether the Panel would happen. There were numerous stages of negotiation, which finally culminated in a 

successful launch.

Prior to the Citizens’ Panel, the Office of the Environment had not participated in or observed deliberative 

dialogue. ABCD and CPI, on the other hand, had experience in deliberative dialogue and were keen to create 

an innovative process that pushed the limits of what had been done previously. It took time to come to a 

shared understanding of what deliberative dialogue is, and how it could contribute to the policy issues the City 

was wrestling with. Reaching agreement was achieved in part by continued and deepening dialogue among 

the partners. ABCD and CPI also provided the City with an overall design arc of a possible process. This made 

the concept of the Panel more tangible and concrete. ( For more on this issue see the section 4.1 on clarity of 

purpose. )

The fact that the Citizens’ Panel was embedded in a policy process was essential to the authenticity of the 

Panel but it also “ upped the ante ” in terms of risk. The City was concerned about the potential fall-out of either 

an ineffective or a rogue Panel — one that moved outside of the established scope to weigh in on issues that 

were considered to be “ off the table.” Again, trust and confidence in the Project Team contributed to resolving 

this challenge.

Another very important enabler was a City Councilor whose portfolio and interests included environment.  

He championed a citizen engagement process focusing on climate change, and was eager to see the Citizens’ 

Panel move forward. He stepped in to facilitate discussions between the City and ABCD/CPI at critical points.
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3.2 PROJECT GOvERNANCE AND DELIvERy TEAMS

There were several teams of people who contributed the Panel:

Project team : The team included representatives from all three partners along with the two lead 

facilitators / designers and was the decision-making body for the project.

Core team : This team was responsible for coordinating the engagement initiative. It was made up of 

the ABCD lead, the CPI Executive Director and the two lead facilitators / designers.

Delivery team : In addition to the core team, three additional staff employed by ABCD and CPI, 

provided support to the core team. At each session there were ten small group 

facilitators, ten note takers, and two runners. These people changed over the course of 

six weeks. Many of the note-takers were university students.

Research team : Seven researchers and a number of research assistants affiliated with ABCD played a 

role in the citizens’ panel, conducting research designed to explore various dimensions 

of citizen involvement through dialogue and deliberation.

3.3 PIvOTAL ROLE OF EDMONTON’S  
ENERGy TRANSITION DISCuSSION PAPER

The Edmonton’s Energy Transitions Discussion Paper ( Pembina Institute and HB Lanarc 2012 ) was the central 

document for the Panel. It was a key document for citizens and also helped to frame important issues for 

deliberation. The Panel members expressed this in their report ( pg. 2 ) in the following way :

This Discussion Paper includes five policy levers found to have the greatest potential for 

reducing both Edmonton’s fossil fuel dependence and community GHG emissions : the 

provincial electricity grid, urban form and transit, heavy industry, buildings, and vehicles. 

It also recommends a slate of actions Edmonton should undertake to achieve the goals 

presented around climate change and energy supply in The Way We Green.

The goal of the Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Challenges was to 

discover whether we, as Edmontonians, want our city to become low carbon, whether we 

consider the Discussion Paper to provide a good map or getting there, and how much we 

support particular actions proposed in it.
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The document presented three scenarios.

1 A reference case assumes that Edmonton would continue on its current energy mix path.

2 A reduced carbon case assumes that current municipal directional plans are  

implemented and increased.

3 A low carbon case assumes that all of the transition options are implemented.

3.4 CITIzENS’ PANEL HANDBOOK

The Discussion paper presented energy and carbon reduction as 

interlinked and intertwined challenges. However there was concern that 

it did not provide a sufficient base of information on climate change. Nor 

had it been developed for a citizen process. To meet these shortcomings, 

a team from ABCD and CPI developed a participant resource handbook. 

It was a complement to the Discussion paper, describing how the Panel 

would work, how decisions would be made, the value of public dialogue 

concerning energy policy, and policy-making in Edmonton. Research 

concerning climate change and energy vulnerability was accompanied 

with factual information on Edmonton’s present and possible energy 

future. The Handbook also included considerations about how to think 

about risk, uncertainty, values, trustworthiness in scientific method and 

information, and a glossary.

3.5 PARTICIPANT SELECTION

The integrity and legitimacy of citizens’ panel processes depend 

crucially on the extent to which participants reflect the diversity of the 

target population, in this case the citizens of Edmonton ( Gastil 2008 ; 

Abelson and Gauvin 2006 ; Warren and Pearse 2008 ; Maxwell et al 

2003 ; Dryzek and Goodin 2006 ). The three partners worked closely 

with a public opinion research firm to achieve this. The goal was to 

‘ bring Edmonton into the room,’ reflecting the full range of demographic 

indicators, and to ensure that participants mirrored the diversity of 

attitudes on energy and climate issues that mapped to the broader 

population of the city. This was achieved by conducting a general 

population survey of Edmontonians on key attitudinal and demographic 

indicators and then comparing those same indicators during recruitment 

to get a final selection of participants as representative as possible of 

the general population.

Participant Handbook 2012 

Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s  
Energy and Climate Challenges
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3.6 COMMuNICATIONS AND PROMOTION

Communication and promotion was a point of divergence among the three partners. ABCD and CPI were 

both keen to promote the Panel widely to attract the interest of other citizens and to increase the legitimacy 

of the Panel’s work ( Dryzik and Goodin 2006 ). The City was more cautious. In the end, there was very little 

promotion or communication except for recognition of the Panel on the City website. As well, ABCD and CPI 

both maintained their own websites. The Panel was prominent on each, but this did little to expand knowledge 

beyond those already interested.

It was agreed that there would be no media presence at the sessions, nor media outreach, until the  

Panel report was completed. There was limited use of Twitter and Facebook by participants as well as  

ABCD and CPI.

During the Panel process, considerable effort was made to ensure good communication with Panelists and to 

encourage reflection / conversation between sessions among Panel members. A session summary with visuals 

was written after each session and distributed to participants. The summaries recapped the session objectives, 

summarized the outputs and key messages and photos from that session, and highlighted preparatory work for 

the next session. An internal website was also created for panelists to track developments, both as a resource 

and as a means of communication. However, the intranet site was not facilitated and there was minimal on-line 

communication among participants between sessions on this site.

4. Aligning Purpose and Process :  
Challenges and Breakthroughs 

4.1 COMING TO CLARITy ON THE PuRPOSE OF  
THE CITIzENS’ PANEL

To provide policy and program and implementation advice and guidance to the City around 

energy transition and carbon reduction actions in the City’s environmental strategy  

( The Way We Green )

Achieving clarity on the “ why ” question is a critical step in any citizen deliberation project. In practice,  

this seemingly straightforward step is a challenging but critical step to success ( Chambers 2003 ; Gutmann 

and Thompson 2004 ; Abelson and Gauvin 2006 : Involve 2005 ). If a project team has difficulty in coming to 

common understanding about why citizens are being engaged before deliberations are launched, this can  

lead to internal conflict and dysfunction during implementation and afterward. A consequence of this can be 

citizen confusion, or worse, distrust, about what they are being asked to do and why they are being asked. 

Serious conflict about the overall purpose of the exercise can undermine the integrity of the citizen deliberation. 

For all these reasons, being clear on the “ why ” was critical for us.
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While the Project team was clear on the fundamental reasons for engaging citizens, it took time to come to 

a shared understanding of our more precise commitment to citizens. As a team, we devoted significant time 

to understanding and working through our respective understandings of why citizens were being engaged. 

Equally, we discussed what kind of results could be reasonably expected to emerge from the deliberations.

During an earlier stage of consultation on The Way We Green, public opinion survey results suggested that 

citizens were not particularly concerned about climate change and seemed to lack an appetite for strong city 

action on the issue. In addition, stakeholders were divided on what policy directions were warranted. As noted, 

the City had commissioned a technical discussion paper to describe scenarios, policy levers and three paths 

for the future. The City struck a stakeholder advisory group to review the paper. Of note is the fact that citizens 

were not part of this process, though ABCD and CPI were given opportunities to review and provide feedback. 

The Office of Environment recognized the potential benefits of obtaining citizen support and direction on the 

policy choices proposed in the Discussion paper, particularly given that stakeholders were divided on the 

path forward ( Masuda, McGee and Garvin 2008 ). This recognition underpinned the City’s agreement to form 

a partnership with ABCD and CPI to host a Citizens’ Panel. This context meant that the stakes were high in 

regard to citizen deliberation outcomes, due to the contentious nature of the issue.

While the Project team hoped that citizens would be able to provide clear direction on energy and climate, at 

the same time we kept reminding ourselves that a different outcome — a stalemate or a status quo position —

could also emerge. Authentic and transparent deliberation requires that the convenors remain faithful to what 

emerges ( OECD 2001 ; Gutmann and Thompson 2004 ; Warren and Pearse 2008 ). There can be no guarantee 

of a particular result — only the expectation that citizens will have an opportunity for informed dialogue and 

structured deliberation around directions to recommend.

An important step in achieving shared understanding of what the citizens would be deliberating on — and what 

promise we could make to them about how their input would be treated — came in the form of a formal project 

implementation plan ( PIP ). The text below describes our shared understanding and commitment. It became a 

compass for us as we worked through the framing, implementation and final stages of the project.

“ The Energy Transition and Community GHG Reduction Citizen Panel will bring together 

diverse citizens of Edmonton and support them in learning about the issues, articulating 

their values, and evaluating the range of implementation steps. The Citizen Panel will 

make recommendations that capture their reflective sense of these transition options and 

implementation steps — their acceptability, how far and how fast to implement them, any 

red lines, areas of convergence and divergence between citizens. This will inform the 

proposal to Council, and the Panel recommendations will go before Council alongside the 

Administration proposal.”

Clarity on the purpose of the Citizens’ Panel was critical to building trust with the participants. While timing 

issues beyond the control of the Office of Environment resulted in a gap of several months between the 

submission of the final report and presentation to the Executive Committee, clarity on the commitment to 

present to the Executive was critical to maintaining the trust of citizens, ABCD and CPI.
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4.2 DuAL FRAMING :  
ENERGy TRANSITIONS AND CLIMATE CHALLENGES

Another crucial component of planning any deliberation is what practitioners and theorists refer to as “ framing 

the issue ” ( Kettering Foundation 2011 ; Carson 2006 ; yankelovich 1991 ). Coming to agreement about how 

the dialogue issue would be framed for the Citizens’ Panel — what was on the table for deliberation and what 

was not — was no simple matter given the scope and complexity of energy and climate change issues, and the 

placement of this deliberation in the process of policy development.3

The Project Team agreed that Edmonton’s Energy Transitions Discussion Paper would be a key document to 

inform the citizens on the issues ; it was the most important frame for their deliberations. The paper presented 

energy and carbon reduction as interlinked and intertwined challenges. In the earlier stages of planning, 

ABCD and CPI had reservations about whether there would be sufficient focus on climate change issues. 

The Discussion paper had credible and balanced information on Edmonton’s sources of energy, energy 

consumption, and carbon footprint, and included three paths for consideration. However, it did not provide 

extensive information on climate change. The Handbook helped to compensate for this gap.

There was a healthy tension between the framing provided by the Energy Transitions paper and agreement that 

the citizens would not be restricted by the paper’s recommended actions. ABCD and CPI both felt strongly 

that the citizens should be free to bring in other dimensions of the issue that were different from and/or went 

beyond the framing. To help address this concern and prior to the launch of the Panel, the twin framing of 

energy and carbon reduction was tested with a group of citizens and a group of stakeholders. The feedback 

received was generally supportive, though there were suggestions for refinements that were taken into account 

in creating the final process and materials.

The next section elaborates on what we see as the key advantages, challenges and limitations associated with 

the dialogue’s dual framing around energy and climate challenges focused on Edmonton.

Focus on Edmonton’s energy and climate challenges

AdvAntAges

Participants were asked to recommend broad directions for Edmonton concerning the future of energy 

sources and carbon footprint while considering both the municipality’s dependence on the provincial energy 

grid and relationships with neighbouring municipalities. We also asked participants their advice on a series 

of implementation choices associated with different policies. These choices included a lot of technical 

aspects but participants were encouraged to discern the different value-based preferences that underpinned 

them. This local framing was tangible rather than abstract, encouraging citizens to consider choices from the 

neighbourhood and citywide level ( Lenihan 2012 ).

3 The National Issues Forum 

and Kettering Foundation 

have extensive resources on 

issue framing. http://www.

nifi.org/index.aspx  www.

kettering.org 
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Context always plays a big role in citizen deliberations ( Abelson and Gauvin 2006 ). Edmonton is the capital 

of Alberta, so energy was bound to be front and centre. Had the dialogue structure focused only on climate 

change, it would likely have been more difficult to find common ground around recommendations. On balance, 

we believe that the dual framing was helpful in making the issues real to people, encouraging citizens to 

connect values and actions in tangible ways.

Another advantage associated with framing the dialogue around energy and climate was a direct connection 

to a real policy process underway in Edmonton. The Office of Environment was invested in this dual approach 

to environmental sustainability and had given assurance that the outcomes of the Panel deliberations would 

be considered in municipal decision making. They had commissioned and engaged experts to review the 

Discussion paper. Given this, city officials had greater confidence in the deliberation knowing that dual framing 

was at the heart of process.

In addition, the Energy Transition Discussion paper had been vetted by diverse expert stakeholders who, 

while they did not reach consensus on its policy recommendations, broadly agreed that it was a credible, 

research-based document focused on key policy levers with different policy paths. A key criterion for informed 

citizen participation is credible and balanced information and framing. Overall, the Project team felt that the 

Discussion paper did serve as a solid research base with practical and pragmatic options, albeit one that 

needed to be added to, for informed participation.

There is a substantial and growing body of social science research suggesting that it is counter productive to 

frame climate change primarily in terms of fear and dire threats to the globe. Framing should avoid creating 

participant paralysis or anxiety. The orientation recommended is more positive. Citizens should be able to see 

themselves as agents of change, able to get past hopelessness or fatalism. ( Herr, Pike and Doppeit 2010 ; 

Goleman 2013 ). Overall, we conclude that this positive approach helped panellists to work together to address 

these serious and complex challenges.

LimitAtions And chALLenges

While the participants’ learning included briefings and presentations on global, national and provincial climate 

change and energy dimensions, the primary focus of deliberations was on Edmonton. Relatively little time  

was devoted to explicitly drawing out the national and global dimensions of climate change and energy 

sources and uses. Alberta’s fossil fuel sector was not a significant aspect of the citizens’ deliberations  

( carbon footprint in the province or nation-wide ) apart from the discussion around the provincial energy  

grid’s heavy reliance on coal.

The central focus on the Energy Transition Discussion paper also presented challenges and limitations.  

The Discussion paper was not written for a lay audience : it was technical, detailed and assumed a fairly high 

level of literacy and understanding of policy and science. As noted, the creation of a Handbook was, in part, 

a response to the Discussion paper’s limitations for public deliberation. The Handbook translated some core 

technical elements into more accessible language and concepts. Given the complexity of the dual framing 
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of climate change and energy, and the need to incorporate concepts such as scientific certainty, energy 

resilience, the role of values in the policy process, the Handbook demanded considerable effort and many 

revisions.4

A more significant challenge or limitation is a concern that the focus on energy and climate change and, more 

specifically the role played by the Discussion paper, narrowed the scope of citizen deliberation. In particular, 

some ABCD researchers questioned and/or were uneasy about the framing. They worried that the framing 

would constrain citizens from exploring avenues and options beyond those presented in the Discussion paper. 

They felt that this might narrow the scope and predetermine the parameters of deliberation. In addition, a 

minority of participants expressed some frustration with feeling constrained by the paper’s scope ; they were 

interested in a broader framing of the issues.

 4 Citizens and stakeholders 

reviewed the draft Handbook. 

This provided confidence 

that it was accessible and 

relevant. An academic 

expert in adult education, 

provided input on the final 

draft. The handbook provided 

a broader entry point into 

the discussion and was 

particularly appropriate given 

Alberta and Edmonton’s 

energy-based economy and 

the extent to which energy 

contributes to  

carbon footprint.
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4.3 DESIGN DIMENSIONS

The Citizens’ Panel ran for six Saturdays ( 9 am–4 pm each day ).  

The process, as included in the Handbook, was as follows:

Session Agenda Objectives

#1 October 13

Morning Welcome and introductions; 
orientation to issue and process 
different perspectives on energy 
and climate issues; Presentation 
on values and activity to explore 
common values. 

To learn about different values and 
perspectives people bring to the 
issues ; To begin the development 
To get to know each other and the 
purpose of our work together to 
the Citizens’ Panel. 

Afternoon Exploring possible energy & 
climate change futures ( two 
scenarios ) and what’s important to 
you as you consider those futures

To begin to learn about the issues ;
To start to surface values and 
concerns 

#2 October 20

Morning Presentation on energy and 
climate science ; Examining the 
nature of complexity and scientific 
uncertainty

To deepen the understanding of 
the key issues and the complex 
nature of their interactions and 
impact

Afternoon Panel presentations providing 
different perspectives on energy 
and climate issues ; Presentation 
on values and activity to explore 
common values.

To learn about different values and 
perspectives people bring to the 
issues ; To begin the development 
of a shared set of values important 
to the Citizens’ Panel.

#3 October 27

Morning Presentation of Edmonton  
current energy context ;  
Overview of the Discussion  
Paper ; Small group discussions  
to understand the proposed levers 
and goals for change.

To provide information critical 
to the panelists’ deliberations 
and provide the opportunity for 
panelists to ask questions.

Afternoon Continued small group work 
on levers and goals ; Activity to 
explore how the panel’s key values 
relate to the proposed goals.

To do an initial assessment of the 
proposed goals and how they align 
with panelists’ values and priorities.
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Session Agenda Objectives

#4 November 3

Morning Presentation on the psychology  
of climate change action ;  
In-depth small group dialogues  
on Discussion Paper goals  
and activities

To develop a greater 
understanding of internal barriers 
and fears that we all face around 
issues of climate change ; To begin 
deliberation on goals and activities.

Afternoon Continued small group dialogues, 
with sharing back in plenary

To fully deliberate and determine 
common ground, divergence and 
acceptable trade-offs.

#5 November 17

Morning Plenary work exploring the 
deliberation results to-date and 
the emerging recommendations ; 
Activity To identify areas for further 
or new deliberation

To deepen our understanding of 
the interaction between the goals 
and activities and the potentials 
tradeoffs involved in making 
recommendations.

Afternoon Small group dialogues on areas 
requiring further deliberation ; 
Plenary report backs and 
determination of new and revised 
recommendations and rationales

To refine the emerging 
recommendations and potentially 
develop new ones ; To clarify 
common ground and our core 
values for the Citizens’ Panel 
report.

#6 December 1

Morning Activity to review and refine 
the Citizens’ Panel draft report 
( recommendations, conditions, 
advice & values rationale )

To verify and clearly articulate 
key recommendations and 
values / rationale critical to those 
recommendations. To better 
understand areas of divergence.

Afternoon Action planning 
Next steps 
Reflection & celebration

To identify opportunities for action 
both by City and panelists.  
To celebrate the Panel’s journey 
and share insights.

The table provides an overview of the process, but in reality each session took extensive design work to build 

appropriate activities and flow for the day to accomplish its objectives. As lead designers, we also knew 

going into the dialogue that the process needed to be emergent, building on what had happened in previous 

sessions, what the citizens required to have an informed, meaningful dialogue, and what they were interested 

in and energized by. This had to be balanced with the interests and expectations of the City and the needs of 

the researchers. This was a complex undertaking. Having worked together previously on citizen dialogues, and 

sharing an understanding of design requirements for good deliberation, we had a solid foundation to manage 

the process.
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Challenges and Choices

Finding spAce For vALues

While there were many positives to working with the Discussion paper, it also presented real challenges for the 

design of the deliberative dialogue. The City hoped to get citizen input on concrete and technical policy and 

program actions. Often citizen dialogues start at a different level. This reflects a view that citizens should not 

be expected to bring expert or technical knowledge to the table ; instead they bring lived experience and their 

values. In most citizen deliberative dialogues, the role of values is crucial. Citizens are invited to deliberate on 

what values should guide government as it makes decisions and what value tensions need to be addressed.  

They then apply those values to the issue( s ) at hand, including thinking through the trade-offs that people are 

willing to make for the collective good.

To meet this challenge, early on we introduced values into the citizen process. In Session 1, after an initial 

presentation of the Discussion paper, we used scenarios to help people “ inhabit ” possible futures: one 

which depicted status quo in the City, and one in which aggressive action had been taken concerning the 

sources and uses of energy. People were asked to reflect and articulate how these felt, including the positives 

and negatives of each. This was followed by a presentation on values — what they are, how they vary from 

preferences and interests, and their place in family and community life.  Panelists then worked at small 

tables to reflect on the “ inhabited ” scenarios and the values that emerged for them. Each panelist listed their 

individual value on sticky notes and posted them on a flipchart. Panelists did a “ walk-about ” to view the values 

generated on flipcharts and a list was compiled for use in Session 2. 

For Session 2 the values were transferred to cards, one value per card. 

Everyone had a set and was asked to sort them, prioritizing the four of 

greatest importance to them and identifying four of least importance. 

Each table shared and discussed its choices and collectively agreed 

to its top four values. This necessitated talking about what each value 

meant and why it was important; the process helped build a shared 

understanding of the values. This process was repeated in whole group 

meeting, using electronic keypads to vote on the top four. The desired 

result was to prioritize a limited set of values ( on which there was some 

shared understanding ) that could act as guideposts when people 

reviewed the recommendations in the Discussion paper.

This process worked reasonably well, but it was clear that values and 

the use of values did not resonate with all panelists ( though survey 

responses showed that most saw the benefit ). This is not surprising as 

many of us do not explicitly think about or examine how we are living 

our values in the course of everyday life, even though the personal and 

public choices we make reflect different values. Making values come 
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alive in an authentic way is no easy challenge for 

deliberative dialogue. The dialogue asks people to 

reflect on their lives and communities and the impact 

of the choices they make. This can be an emotional 

and demanding task, and also a disorienting one, 

especially when done within time constraints. With 

more time to explore and analyze the overlaps 

between different value titles and divergent 

understandings of particular values, the exercise 

might have worked better.

Keeping the values aspect of the dialogue alive took consistent effort, as the technical nature and content 

heavy aspects of the Discussion paper’s recommendations took centre stage in subsequent sessions.  

For some panelists, an explicit overlay of values was challenging and led to frustration. However, the early 

work on values proved its worth, as panelists did continue to link their advice to a values framing. The Citizens’ 

Panel’s final recommendations and report included four value-driven principles and a core set of four values : 

Sustainability, Equity, Quality of life, and Balancing individual freedom and the Public good.

JuggLing muLtipLe interests

Both the document itself and the expectations around it constrained some aspects of the design process. 

However, it also led to important design discussions with the Project team and with a larger group of City staff. 

The City worked to understand what was possible through deliberative dialogue. The Core Team worked to 

incorporate authentic deliberation on the policy and technical questions so that citizens felt comfortable and 

confident considering what was being asked of them. The Core Team was strongly committed to ensuring 

relevance and influence for the Panel’s recommendations. Another layer of complexity came from ABCD’s 

research interests that also led to some design changes during the dialogue implementation.

This reality led to an iterative design process that often left us pressed for time as we planned and prepared for 

each session. While everyone worked to meet this challenge, it did mean late nights and very early mornings 

on many occasions, as well as some last minute logistics and updates for the project coordinators, small 

group facilitators and note-takers. While “ just-in-time designing ” is not our preferred style, it was sometimes 

necessary ( at the detailed design level ) because of the emergent nature of the process and the multiple 

interests that reviewed and inputted on each stage and iteration of the design.

Achieving An inFormed diALogue

The central question for the Citizen Panel was expressed as : What choices are we prepared to make  

together to meet Edmonton’s energy and climate challenges ? The Discussion paper framed these choices.  

The dominance of this paper to the Panel is evident when one looks at how the goal of the Panel was 

expressed in their report to Council :

sorting value cards
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The goal of the Citizens’ Panel on Edmonton’s Energy and Climate Challenges was to 

discover whether we, as Edmontonians, want our city to become low carbon, whether we 

consider the Discussion Paper to provide a good map for getting there, and how much we 

support particular actions proposed in it.

Providing participants with enough information to make responsible and informed recommendations to the City 

on policy and implementation options was difficult. The Handbook certainly helped but it was also necessary 

and appropriate to have information and expertise brought into the room so that it could be “ socialized ” and 

offered from different perspectives.

The design purposely kept the volume and complexity of information delivery moderate in Session 1.  

We wanted participants to get comfortable with each other and to start the values exploration before they  

went deep into the content.  However, this meant that Session 2 became a heavy information session, 

with multiple presentations and a panel offering different perspectives on the key issues. We also had a 

presentation on policy complexity, which was designed to give people a framework to think about policy— 

a concept that was unfamiliar to some. This segment was also designed to help people recognize that 

uncertainty is part of policy-making, particularly on complex issues like climate change and energy. 

Panelists discussed the Discussion paper in greater depth during Session 3. After an initial presentation by 

City staff, an interactive carousel process was used to rotate participants through small-group discussions of 

the six goals proposed in the Discussion paper. City staff were on hand at each of the five carousel stations to 

give an overview of the goal( s ) and answer questions. Discussion focussed on initial reactions and what more 

panelists needed to know to be able to formulate advice and direction.

recognizing the roLe, beneFit And chALLenge oF emotion  

in deLiberAtive diALogue

Deliberation on important issues that engage our values can be emotional (Gastil and Levine 2005 ; Fishkin 

2006 ). Design needs to recognize this and make space for it. For example, one of the first activities in Session 

1 asked participants to select a photo that represented their hopes, fears or concerns about being a panel 

member on the topic of climate change and energy resiliency. This gave a prominent place to feelings and 

emotions and manifestly made room for people to bring both their hearts and heads to the table. 

We were concerned that people might be overwhelmed with the magnitude and complexity of the issues being 

dealt with ( energy and climate challenges ). So in Session 4, we tried to address this directly with the help of an 

expert presentation on climate psychology, to encourage reflection on how emotions around climate change 

can thwart or advance action ( Herr et al 2010 ; Goleman 2005 ).
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diversity oF methods 

Good design takes into consideration the practices and principles of adult education and citizen participation 

( Creighton 2005 ; Schwartz 2002 ). One key component of this is to recognize that adults learn differently 

than adolescents. As designers, it was important to incorporate a range of ways for people to work with and 

process information. To this end, there were speakers, videos, and graphics. A lot of work was done visually, 

some of it with words ( e.g. flipcharts or post-it notes ), some of it with images ( e.g. the use of graphic recording 

in Session 5 ) and some of it with physical activities ( e.g. getting panelists to position themselves in a physical 

space to align with degree of agreement or disagreement on an issue or statement ). Electronic keypads were 

a key visual tool for taking the pulse of the room anonymously on different issues and recommendations, 

allowing people to see where common ground was emerging. This transparency was important to maintain 

strong trust in the process and each other.

Group configurations also varied. Over the course of the six sessions, participants worked on their own,  

in pairs or triads, in small groups, and in the full group. In addition, the composition of groups varied from 

session to session so that panelists learned to work with each other, especially with those who had different 

views, personalities and approaches. The time to process information was also varied — for example, having 

people do a gallery walk ( posted flipcharts of the results of small group work ) at their own pace, adding ideas 

if/as they saw fit. 

As lead facilitators and designers, 

we were transparent about the mix 

of methods and approaches and 

the rationale for the methods used. 

We told participants there would  

be a variety and that inevitably,  

as individuals they would like 

some activities more than others. 

We reinforced the notion that this 

is part of working with diversity 

and also extends to content 

preferences: some participants like 

working on values, whereas others 

prefer to work on actions.
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divergence And emergence

Deliberation began in Session 4, with participants spending most of their day working to identify their level of 

agreement with and support for the goal and activities, including around targets, expected GHG reductions, 

and rationale. This was a critical moment : the process had to support the panelists to do this “ heavy lifting ” —

working through hard trade-offs and tensions to determine what they as citizens were prepared to do, both 

individually and through their government, to achieve the targets that they thought were necessary. We urged 

them to consider what values came to the forefront in doing that.

The process ( and facilitation ) had to give them a “ safe space ” to go outside their comfort zones in exploring 

ideas, and to keep them focused on the hard choices ( yankelovich 1991 ; Fishkin 2006 ). Participants used 

colour coding ( green for yes ; red for no ; yellow for cautions or conditions for support ; blue for don’t know 

enough yet ) as an aid to decision making. This made the level of convergence/divergence more visual and 

easier to assess.

A great deal of common ground was evident by the end of Session 4 and was reinforced in Session 5.  

However, it also became apparent that there were some important areas of divergence. The afternoon of 

Session 5 provided an Open Space5 opportunity where participants could identify the topics on which they 

wanted to do more work. This was a deliberate design choice, as we could not predict in advance which key 

issues would emerge.

One group focused on a recommendation that the City should be going further and faster, a novel idea 

for many in the room. While in Session 6 it did come to a vote, it received a weaker majority than did other 

recommendations. However, all agreed that it should be included in the report ( along with the voting results ). 

Some expressed strong views that there should have been time to deliberate on the recommendation more 

deeply and earlier in the process.

From a design perspective, we would have preferred to have had built in more time for participants to bring 

forward their own ideas, beyond those expressed in the Discussion paper, for ways the City could move 

forward. However, the realities of limited time, coupled with the need to fully deliberate on the numerous 

recommendations proposed, did not allow for 

this. To some extent, the comprehensiveness of 

the Discussion paper constrained the panelists 

and in some cases led to frustration. It also led to 

some creative thinking as participants found ways 

to legitimately bring in new ideas or priorities, for 

example fiscal prudence. On the other hand, the 

policies recommended in the paper covered the 

critical policy actions that would be required to 

address energy transition and carbon reduction in 

Edmonton, within the perceived political parameters 

of City decision-making.

5 Open Space is a technique 

adapted from Harrison 

Owen’s Open Space 

Technology method. It helps 

groups to self organize to 

deal with complex issues in a 

short period of time.  

See Open Space Technology 

—A User’s Guide by  

Harrison Owen.
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4.4 COLLABORATION AND CAPACITy BuILDING

The Project Team opted to recruit, train and support a team of volunteer facilitators/hosts and note-takers  

( they received an honorarium for their contributions ), using a combination of experienced facilitators  

( including some professionals ), less experienced facilitators, and graduate students and researchers.  

The reasons for this decision were both practical and principled. We lacked the financial resources to hire 

professional facilitators and note-takers for the small group work for six sessions. Regardless of financial 

resources, it would have been difficult to secure a consistent team of 10 facilitators and 10 note-takers for the 

entire block of six Saturdays. Working with volunteers from a range of perspectives also allowed for capacity 

building for citizen deliberation skills in Edmonton. It was very positive that the small group facilitators and note 

takers had an interest in climate change and / or citizen deliberation and were keen to be part of the Citizens’ 

Panel process.

The Centre for Public Involvement ( CPI ) played an important lead role in recruiting and coordinating this 

team throughout the Citizens’ Panel journey. CPI was well placed for this, given its experience in recruiting 

people to serve as table facilitators and note-takers for previous citizen deliberations ( e.g. Citizens Panels 

on the Citywide Food and Agriculture Policy ). CPI and ABCD shared logistics responsibilities and worked 

collaboratively throughout the process.

A group of ABCD researchers were active in conducting observational and survey research before and during 

the sessions. A number of them attended the pre-workshop facilitators and note takers training session. 

Researchers also joined in the roundtable debrief sessions, adding their reflections and suggestions for 

improvements or areas to address. This made for a rich learning environment for all.

The table below summarizes the process for training and supporting the table facilitators / hosts and note-

takers before and during the deliberations.
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t r A i n i n g  A n d  s u p p o r t s
Preparatory work prior to the first session ( September – mid October 2012 )

Recruitment :

CPI led the process to recruit a team of 20, including graduate and undergraduate students,  
professional facilitators ( some from provincial departments ), and community facilitators

We planned for 10 tables of citizens ( with about 6 panelists per table ),  
which meant 10 teams of facilitators and note-takers

A training and orientation workshop for table facilitators and note takers was offered in the week before the 
launch and was attended by almost all of the team members

Both co-lead facilitators conducted the workshop

An orientation to the process and purpose was provided for the whole group  
( the table facilitators and note takers )

The workshop was participatory, with opportunities for the team to share and discuss expectations and 
reasons for participation

Facilitators took part in a role playing exercise to simulate one of the exercises used at the workshop, while 
at the same time note takers met to review and give feedback on the note-takers templates and to work 
through the note taking protocol and expectations

Facilitators’ and note takers’ guides were prepared and provided electronically and at the training

The documents included overview of the Citizens’ Panel, a review of session agendas and objectives, a 
detailed review of Sessions 1 and 2; a deep dive on several table exercises; an overview of deliberative 
democracy, dialogue versus debate, ground rules for dialogue; responsibilities of facilitators and note takers; 
and facilitation and note taking tips, dos and don’ts, best practices, best and worst practices

This document was created by the co-designers and produced by CPI

During implementation ( 6 Saturdays ; October 13 to December 1, 2012 )

A weekly briefing teleconference call ( and where possible in-person option ) was held with one or both co-
lead facilitators 1 to 3 days prior to each Saturday session

Prior to each session the facilitators and note takers received electronic copies of a detailed process guide 
with instructions for the table and plenary sessions

Immediately after each Saturday session the team put chairs in a circle and debriefed on the what happened 
at their tables and in plenary, what worked well, what could be improved for the citizens, and what supports 
could be improved for the facilitators and note takers

All project team members participated in these sessions  
(Office of the Environment, ABCD, Centre for Public Involvement) 

The project team adjusted materials and on site support to respond to feedback

Note-takers were provided with templates for each exercise 

Note takers’ feedback on the templates was used to improve upon the documents and instructions

Each week CPI communicated with the team of facilitators and note-takers to confirm participation and to 
make adjustments due to changes in schedules
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Sessions 4, 5 and 6 required more experienced facilitation due to the demands of deliberation. For these 
sessions, more experienced facilitators were teamed up with a less experienced ones

Another training workshop was offered midway through the six days of deliberation to provide additional 
support for the deliberation phase. Both co-lead facilitators were present to lead this workshop

As part of a broader developmental evaluation process, the team of facilitators and note takers participated in 
a follow up qualitative evaluation conducted via email survey 

The intention of this was to capture lessons learned on both content and process

The results of the evaluation were shared with the co-facilitators

Reflections

On balance the approach taken to recruit and support a mixed group of facilitators and note-takers worked 

reasonably well. The team took ownership and pride in their roles and worked hard to support the citizen 

panelists’ learning and deliberations. Their tasks were demanding and required a high level of energy and 

attentiveness. While a minority of small group facilitators did struggle with aspects of their roles, they sought 

help and improved as they gained experience. Also, by teaming up experienced with less expert facilitators, we 

were able to put in place the support needed for more demanding deliberations.

When we consider the benefit gained by building facilitation capacity, we think that our approach paid off. 

However, it required a higher level of effort and support from all of us involved in delivery. Overall, we think that 

the approach taken was worth the investment of time and the occasional need to mitigate weaker facilitation.

4.5 DELIvERy

The “ up-front ” delivery team included the Core Team and Project Coordinators who managed the myriad 

logistical details for the Panel sessions, including regular liaison with the participants. As the two co-lead 

designers / facilitators, we also supported the small group / table facilitators and note-takers with assistance 

from the Project coordinators.

As lead facilitators we were clear that our role was to facilitate the process: we would not weigh in on or try to 

influence content ( Leach and Sabatier 2003 ). We co-facilitated the first, fifth and sixth sessions and divided 

the other three sessions between us. Having both of us at the first session was critical to understanding the 

group and contributing most meaningfully to the ongoing design work. The fifth and sixth sessions were the 

most emergent in the sense that we were providing space for participants to draft their recommendations 

and work further on the themes they judged in need of this. Our team approach at these two sessions meant 

we could adjust and redesign on the spot ( e.g. one could be redesigning while the other kept the immediate 

process going ). It also allowed us to provide support to the small group facilitators and note-takers as things 

changed.

The delivery team also included the leads from CPI and ABCD who, as hosts for the panel ( along with the 

City ), took on critical and varied roles : contributing content expertise on occasion, collaborating on design, 

reflecting back to the group on their achievements and struggles, and motivating them when needed. This was 

useful in a six-week process, during which a group goes through points of tension and doubt.
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The “ behind the scenes ” members of the delivery team included those responsible for logistics as well as a 

writing team that prepared and disseminated a report after each session. These reports were a transparent 

record of what was achieved at each session and provided important content for participants to review 

( including shared understandings and common ground achieved ). Participants were able to challenge 

anything that they felt was inaccurate or missing.

City staff members ( primarily from the Office of Environment ) were always present as observers, speakers,  

or resource people. They were respectful of the observer protocol, which requested that they be in listening 

rather than telling mode and avoid trying to influence or sway the participants. Participants viewed the 

presence of City officials positively : it sent a strong message that the Office of Environment was taking  

the process seriously and was sincere about listening to citizens ( Fishkin 2006 ). Other observers,  

including Councillors, researchers and stakeholders, were also present and for the most part respected  

the observer protocol.

Work was primarily done in two settings : at round tables in a large room for whole group meetings that was 

equipped with microphones, screen, and technology ; and in small groups spread out in different rooms or 

corners of rooms. A video crew was often on site and discretely filmed in both settings.

vALue oF eLectronic keypAds

Keypads were used throughout the sessions. These handheld electronic devices allow people to vote 

or respond to multiple-choice questions, with results shown on the screen, giving immediate, unfiltered 

feedback to the whole group. Through the course of the sessions they were used to break the ice, to test 

knowledge, to get the pulse of the room, and to vote on recommendations. For such a large panel, they were 

invaluable to quickly see where common ground was and where more work was needed due to confusion, 

tension or divergence. They provided an accurate, anonymous and transparent way for people to vote or 

provide their perspectives. As lead facilitators, they allowed us to negotiate on the spot text ( e.g. wording of 

recommendations ) and approval thresholds, such as for recommendations to move forward to the next round. 

Key to this process was a skilled technical resource person who could change the text and scales in real time. 

This person also helped ( along with at least one other person in each session ) to gather the key information 

from small group work so it could be displayed as needed, either for keypads or for further discussion by  

the full group.
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supporting the group

As lead facilitators, our role was to provide the best process we could to help the group fulfill its goals. 

Sometimes this meant shifting the process in real time, and sometimes it meant being supportive in other ways 

( Schwartz 2002 ). An example of the former is our monitoring of the Panel’s mood, adjusting the pace of each 

session and helping the panelists overcome hurdles. We often had to reallocate time to allow the group to 

work through a tension or trade-off before we could move forward. An example emerged in Session 5, when 

it became apparent that some participants were struggling with their own high expectations about providing 

advice to the City, and group divergence about the pace of change to recommend. There was tension about 

whether they could achieve what they needed to do in the last session and whether the divergence was 

derailing the process ( and the agreed-upon approval threshold ). We used the opportunity provided by the 

Session 5 report to insert a message to the Panel to recognize where they were at as a group, honouring their 

hard work to-date in both finding the common ground and understanding their divergences, and encouraging 

them to go the last kilometer together, stressing that we would provide the best process we could to allow 

them to complete their work. In Session 6, we worked with the Panel to determine the best approach to take to 

respect the majority desire to communicate a further-faster sentiment to City Council, even though it fell short 

of the agreed to 70 % threshold previously set. The Panel wanted to acknowledge the strong sentiment and 

found a way, through facilitated negotiation, to arrive at a solution that honoured the diverse viewpoints.

Addressing uneven FAciLitAtion And note tAking

Despite best efforts to train facilitators and note takers and to brief them on the activities before each session, 

the reality was a range of facilitation styles and abilities that led to uneven facilitation across the groups. 

Sometime it was just a matter of one facilitator being good at one approach but struggling with another, or the 

combination of personalities and dynamics that made some small groups more challenging to facilitate than 

others. The same was true for note taking, though to a lesser extent.

Over the six sessions, we got to know the full delivery team ( and the panellists ) and so could provide additional 

support where and when it was needed. We also consistently “ walked the floor,” observing the small groups 

and assisting as needed, particularly if discussions were going off topic. However, it takes sensitivity and 

diplomacy to intervene appropriately when a small 

group is already underway. Debriefs held with the 

facilitators and note takers after each session were 

also very helpful in unpacking the positives and 

challenges, giving us all a chance to reflect on how 

things had gone and what adjustments to make.

Having previous experience with other processes 

that used a similar approach to recruiting and 

supporting small group facilitators and note-takers, 

we had anticipated this unevenness. One way we 
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mitigated it was to build in “ back-ups ” : for example, we duplicated the work so that more than one small 

group was focussed on the same topic or theme, or bringing all work ( or the highlights ) back into plenary 

where it was reported ( either verbally or through a “ gallery walk ” ). Participants then had the chance to 

deliberate on it, massage it and eventually vote on it. This worked well overall, although some panellists were 

still frustrated if a particular activity had not gone well for them. That said, the panellist evaluations during 

and after the sessions showed a high level of satisfaction with the process ( for example, at the end of session 

6, panelists were asked to rate their level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the quality of facilitation, the 

organization of sessions, the accuracy of note taking. The averaged responses ranged from 3.46 to 3.62 with 

3 = somewhat satisfied and 4 = very satisfied. In addition, the citizens reaction to another statement —  

“ In my opinion the citizens’ panel was run in an unbiased way ” produced an average response rate was 1.78 

( 1 = strongly agree and 2 = agree ) ) ( ABCD website ).

5 LESSONS CONFIRMED AND  
LEARNED, REFLECTIONS,  
AND LINGERING QUESTIONS

From the original conception of the Panel to its rollout, there were a number of purposeful choices made, 

based on prior experience about what would work and what was important. This section highlights some 

lessons learned and some confirmed, which we hope will be of use to others in planning or studying 

deliberative dialogue projects. We also share some lingering questions that emerged for us about design and 

delivery choices we made as a project team. We offer these as food for thought for fellow practitioners and 

researchers with an interest in the nuts and bolts of deliberation.

5.1 THE BENEFITS OF PRACTITIONER AND RESEARCHER 
COLLABORATION OuTWEIGH THE CHALLENGES

ABCD and CPI both involve collaboration between researchers and practitioners. For many researchers,  

the Edmonton Panel was both their first substantive public deliberative dialogue and first opportunity to work 

together in implementation. From a practitioner perspective, bumps along the road included details lost in 

communication and the tension caused by the demands of our various roles. For example, at several sessions 

we were informed just before the panel got underway that a particular research tool needed to be administered 

during that session, leading to reworking design and scheduling in order to respect the commitment to 

finishing on time.

Researchers and practitioners have differences in culture, expectations, requirements and motivations.  

For example, researchers are required to undergo formal academic ethics reviews with specific standards 

and protocols to navigate ( including consent forms, data collection tools and process evaluation questions, 

all of which require approval ). Practitioners typically develop evaluation forms that require clients’ approval 
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but not usually legal and / or research ethics approvals. The resulting tension was exemplified at the close of 

sessions when the practitioners asked process evaluation questions that had not been included in the formal 

surveys. These questions were important to quality design, giving panelists an opportunity to respond to the 

day’s activities, facilitation and agenda. We felt strongly about including them but met resistance from some 

researchers who were concerned about having “ additional evaluations ” conducted and didn’t necessarily see 

the merit of the questions.

Overall these were minor inconveniences, given the richness that the collaboration brought to the project.  

The researchers contributed important and valued human and intellectual resources. For example, theoretical, 

reflective thinking around deliberation and what is being learned about climate change psychology challenged 

and propelled us as designers to refine some processes. As practitioners, we have limited time to conduct 

or access research into these types of issues and questions, and we found it helpful to have access to these 

resources. Another example of strengthened process design was our collective reflection on the value of 

including more ‘ holistic ’ methods and the resultant decision to use a technique called “ soft shoe shuffle ”  

( in which participants move to a designated space in the room that aligns with their perspective or values ).

Complementarily, as practitioners with decades of practice experience, we have expert knowledge of group 

dynamics and are able to gauge what methods are best used to respond to emergent needs. The reflective 

combination of the practical with the theoretical resulted in stronger designs, even though it was sometimes 

challenging to get there and required multiple iterations.

For both citizens and the City, the research component brought to the panel by ABCD was an added bonus. 

Making research a transparent part of the process and conducting it with rigour ( e.g. pre and post surveys, 

including panelists’ evaluation of process and outcomes ), demonstrated that the conveners were serious 

about building knowledge about the efficacy, limitations, and challenges of deliberative processes in a 

municipal setting, especially on complex and contested issues like climate change and energy. This reinforced 

the seriousness of the undertaking, increasing its value and the willingness of citizens to contribute their time, 

energy and commitment ( Barker 2004 ).

Soft Shoe Shuffle
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5.2 PARTNERS’ COMMITMENT TO THE POTENTIAL OF 
POLICy INFLuENCE IS A KEy INGREDIENT FOR IMPACT

The partnership of ABCD, CPI and City of Edmonton brought a powerful intersection of politics, public policy, 

civic capacity building and research. The deliberation provided a real-life opportunity for citizens to influence 

public policy with the City’s Office of Environment. To achieve this impact, it was crucial that the City was 

part of the process, not only observing but also providing information and input on design. While at times this 

led to frustration and more design iterations than was originally anticipated, it also led to mutual learning and 

appreciation about each other’s working realities. Having an influential councillor champion the panel helped to 

move it through potential impasses within City administration.

Part of the challenge was to clarify with City staff what citizen deliberation is about : what it looks like,  

how it works, and what it can produce when done right. It is hard to just talk about that ; seeing it and 

experiencing it is much more powerful. Having City staff involved all the way through was essential to  

achieving that understanding.
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5.3 DEFINING COMMON GROuND  
AMONG DIvERSE CITIzENS

Panelists were randomly recruited ( with the exception of a few targeted and hard-to-reach populations that 

required strategic outreach ) to achieve a sample of Edmontonians that reflected the City’s demographics and 

attitudes. Including attitudinal diversity ( a diversity of attitudes towards climate change, energy and the role of 

government ) is not yet standard practice in citizen 

deliberations. However, it was critically important 

politically and for citizens. It made it more difficult 

to attack the panel for being biased or comprised 

of the ‘ usual suspects ’, either for or against climate 

change ; it also made it difficult to say that the deck 

had been stacked to achieve a particular outcome. 

This gave the Panel’s recommendations more 

integrity. A key message of the Panel experience is 

that citizens can find considerable common ground 

on climate change and energy, despite a deep 

diversity of attitudes and demographic traits.

Citizens have a strong commitment and dedication to working through to common ground while respecting 

divergence and striving to understand the underlying reasons. Providing a safe space and the appropriate 

“ container ” for respectful deliberation helps to achieve this ( e.g. through ground rules and modeling 

behaviours ) and promotes civil discourse and behaviour.

5.4 DuAL FRAMING OF ENERGy AND CLIMATE 
CHALLENGES CREATED MORE SPACE FOR DIALOGuE

This dual framing allowed for more and broader entry points into dialogue and helped expand potential 

common ground. It also provided a positive framing around concrete actions. Had we focused on the global 

and national dimensions of climate change, the Panel might have had more difficulty arriving at consensus on 

what actions to take. We feel that the focus on their own community and their ability to have some influence 

sustained their interest throughout the six sessions. As Daniel Goleman ( 2013 ) writes “ when we are motivated 

by positive emotions, what we do feels more meaningful and the urge to act lasts longer. It all stays longer in 

attention. In contrast, fear of global warming’s impacts may get our attention quickly, but once we do one thing, 

and feel a little better, we think we’re done.”

Some panelists were frustrated that our deliberations focused so much on the Discussion paper 

recommendations. At the same time, most of them did not appear to feel constrained by the options presented, 

sometimes pushing beyond these in their recommendations. In the fifth and last sessions, a majority of 
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panelists ( though not a 70 % threshold ) urged the City to take bolder action on urban density targets than 

recommended in the Discussion paper. Participants also registered their hesitation about measures like road 

taxes and pay-as-you-go car insurance. These and other challenges to the content of the Discussion paper 

showed that panelists did feel free to push back where they felt constrained.

5.5 LONGER TIME FRAME FOR DELIBERATION NEEDED 
FOR COMPLEx ISSuES

Time is often a dilemma in public deliberation ( Roberts 2008 ). Deliberative democracy practitioners always 

want additional time for more deliberation! Some panel members felt the same way. Many indicated, verbally 

and in surveys, their desire for more time to work through new recommendations that emerged in the last 

two sessions. Session 5 and 6 required the panelists to focus their time on finalizing and clarifying their 

recommendations to the City ( by midday on Session 6 ). This limited time available to wrestle with the  

“ go further, faster ” recommendation, which might have taken another half or full day of deliberation.

Conducting the citizens’ panel over six Saturdays ( from Oct. 13 to Dec. 1 ) allowed time for citizens to both 

learn and absorb their learning, reflect on their values and choices, further deliberate, and come to reasoned 

conclusions. It helped to accommodate the input of fast and slow learners and thinkers. Given the complexity 

of the topic and the technical detail of the Discussion paper, six daylong sessions seems an appropriate time 

frame for the work of dialogue ( Carson 2006 ). However, given the divergence that developed on a “ further, 

faster ” option, an additional session could have deepened the deliberation, perhaps resulting in greater break-

through in some policy areas.

In addition, more time might also have allowed the Core Team to more explicitly situate the Discussion paper’s 

approach on a broader terrain of options and possibly to have a more organically and iteratively developed 

framing for some parts of the deliberation.

5.6 CIvIL SOCIETy CONNECTIONS COuLD HAvE BuILT 
GREATER CIvIC CAPACITy

Often a side effect of citizen deliberation is building the civic capacity of participants ( for example,  

developing a better understanding of how government works, how policies get developed and how citizens 

can contribute ). The pre and post survey asked panelists “ How much can people like you affect what 

government does ? ” with a scale of 1 = not at all and 5 = a great deal. The pre-Panel response result was 2.89 

and the response at the end of session 6 was 3.44.

The Edmonton Panel provided opportunities to build civic capacity. During an early session, City staff made  

a presentation on policy development. CPI brought to the process a clear understanding of how the City  

works and how civic engagement could happen in the Edmonton context, providing advice in terms of crafting 

do-able recommendations.
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The original design of the project had envisioned a complementary and parallel civic engagement process. 

ABCD and CPI wanted to incorporate community-based organizing and action ( e.g. distributed dialogues, 

action projects ) during and / or after the Citizens’ Panel. Lack of financial resources to support this option and 

concerns that external voices might unduly influence the Panel were two reason reasons given by the City for 

not supporting this option.

The Panel, while representative of Edmonton’s diversity, was necessarily a small group relative to the broader 

population of one million. Not being able to actively promote the Citizens’ Panel with media and with broader 

civil society made the job of communicating and mobilizing people around the recommendations after the 

Panel more difficult. Once the Citizens’ Panel report was submitted and presented to Executive Committee on 

April 15, 2013, efforts could begin on civil society engagement, but were much more difficult after the fact.  

Not being able to get started on a robust civic engagement process in the fall and early winter severely limited 

the ability of the project team to connect the broader public with the process and outcomes of the panel.

A limitation of a citizens’ panel model is the possibility that, unless there is vigorous and effective 

communication of the process and outcomes, too few Edmontonians will be informed, let alone engaged. very 

limited community awareness increases the risk that City Council will not give the results the serious attention 

and consideration they deserve ( Nabatchi et al 2012, Leighninger 2006 ).

5.7 MEDIA ABSENCE IN CITIzENS’ PANEL DELIBERATION 
PRESENTED CHALLENGES IN AMPLIFyING THE 
STORy’S IMPACT WITH EDMONTON PuBLIC

Project Team members held different views of the value, benefits and risks of communicating the work of 

the Citizens’ Panel to the broader Edmonton population before and during the panel’s work. The Office of 

Environment was strongly opposed; as noted earlier, their primary fear was that media coverage and potential 

subsequent mobilization by community groups and others could interfere, influence or bias the work of the 

Panel. ABCD and CPI did not share this concern. We felt that panelists would want to speak to their families, 

friends and colleagues about their work and, as such, could not be isolated from outside influences. We also 

felt that, on balance, media coverage would generate more community-level interest, which could be mobilized 

in the post-Panel period when the recommendations were before the Council. Given a lack of consensus, the 

decision was made to not allow any media presence at any of the sessions. In addition, there was no media 

outreach until the report was completed. This is not so much a weakness of the deliberation process, but more 

about constraints with which the panelists and the Core Team had to contend.

A first implication is that the broader Edmonton public was largely shut out of this process as it unfolded.  

This represented a missed opportunity to undertake community education and engagement around big 

decisions on citywide energy and carbon reduction. A second implication revolves around the issue of power 

imbalances in policy discourse. Given the array of organized interests with access to more information and 

power than non-organized citizens, the decision to shut out the media tends to perpetuate the information /

power imbalance between citizens and organized interests.
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5.8 POLITICAL AND TIME LAGS PRESENT A BARRIER TO 
SuSTAINING CITIzEN INTEREST AND MOTIvATION

Another limitation of the process ( though not the deliberation per se ) was the three-month gap between 

submission of the report to the Office of the Environment and its public release and presentation to Executive 

Committee. This was made worse because the report presentation date to Executive Committee was changed 

three times — not because of any deliberate effort to delay but due to the problems of scheduling and other 

circumstances well beyond the control of the Office of Environment. Our partners showed good faith and 

worked with us to make the best of the situation but this gap between submission and public release was 

problematic. It made it harder to sustain panelists’ involvement on a number of fronts. They could not circulate 

the report or accompanying video to their family, friends, colleagues or networks. And it was hard to sustain 

interest and energy in promoting the Panel’s work and in preparing for the presentation to Council Executive 

Committee over a protracted number of weeks.

5.9 PuBLIC DELIBERATIONS INvOLvING PARTNERSHIP 
AND POLICy COMPLExITy CALL FOR INNOvATIvE 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

The Panel was a complex undertaking — a partnership of three different organizations, a collaboration of 

researchers and practitioners, involving two complex issues and the logistical realities of rolling out six full day 

sessions with 56 citizens over eight weeks. While we worked to benefit from the diversity of collaborators, it 

was time consuming and sometimes inefficient. Working together as a team of equal players sometimes meant 

that our decision-making processes were not as efficient as they needed to be. About two-thirds into the 

sessions, we attempted to remedy this by having one of the Project Team members assume the role of overall 

Project Manager. This role meant that one person could “ run interference ” as needed so that not all issues 

came to all team members, while ensuring that all essential components were getting done and that those 

who needed to be involved in decision-making were involved. This improved our functioning without losing the 

benefits of a multi-party collaboration. Having a single Project Manager to play this role from the beginning is 

highly recommended for complex deliberative dialogue projects.
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CONCLUDING NOTE
Overall we believe that the Edmonton deliberation was a success. The dedication, perseverance and collective 

capacity of the Panel members reinforced our previous experience that citizens have what it takes to wrestle 

with and work through the tough and complex issues our society faces — if they are given the appropriate 

process, credible and balanced information and an opportunity for real influence. And deliberative dialogue, 

done well, provides that.

This Panel also reinforced the importance of values-based work as a critical underpinning for citizen dialogue.  

values and the principles that flow from them successfully provided the decision-making framework to 

consider the technical choices proposed in the Discussion paper.

Finally the deliberative dialogue clearly benefitted from the power of collaboration. While the path was not 

always smooth, the multiple levels of collaboration in this project provided for the possibility of increased 

impact at the level of city policy, civic capacity, and research on citizen engagement. This could have 

been enhanced even further if the project had been able to build stronger connections with civil society 

organizations in diffusing the deliberations out to the broader community.
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